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Abstract 

When a chain with a tilted rod collides with the horizontal surface, the chain falls faster than 

when it free falls. If one moving object collides with a rigid object, then the velocity of the 

moving object is supposed to become slower. However, in the case of this phenomenon, the 

impulse from the colliding section determines the acceleration of the falling chain. This system is 

mostly related to change in momentum, so the calculation of the change in velocity throughout 

the phenomenon was done with linear momentum and angular momentum theories. After making 

a theoretical equation, the calculated acceleration was compared with experimental acceleration. 
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1. Introduction  

When we drop a chain with a tilted rod, it falls faster than a free fall. From this 

phenomenon, we can assume that there is a change in acceleration and force while the chain is 

falling. The net external force is getting greater as the rod at the bottom of the chain collides on 

the horizontal surface, so the chain reaches an acceleration greater than gravitational 

acceleration. The picture below is comparing the colliding rod-chain and the non-colliding rod-
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chain. The rod on the very top of the colliding chain on left one is certainly falling faster  than 

that of non-colliding chain on right one.  

 

Figure 1: The chain on the left is colliding and the chain on the right is free falling. They were 

let go at the same time, but the one on the left is falling faster than the one on the left (credit: 

Ruina lab) 

1.1 Objective 

The objective of this research is to find the change in acceleration to explain this fast 

chain phenomenon and also examine the parameters. The equation considers many of the 

independent variables that may affect the force (change in momentum, impulse): angle of which 

the rod is tilted, length between the rods, and number of the rod. 

2. Theory 

The chain could be divided into three parts: falling, colliding, and accumulating. The 

tension from the string attached to the colliding rod is pulling down the rest of the sections still 

falling. According to the assumption that the collision of rod and the horizontal surface is 

sticking collision, the accumulated pile has no influence on the rest of the falling chain. Sticking 

collision is rods not bouncing back up after it hits the surface or collides with another rod.  

Figure 2: Two forces are working on the chain: F_1 is the gravitational force and F_2 is the 

tension of the string connecting two rods 
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There are two forces acting on the falling section: gravitational force (    and tension 

(   .  t is the change in time before and after the collision; M is the mass of the whole chain, 

and    is the change in velocity before and after the collision. Assume that the weight of the 

string is negligible and n is the number of chains left. If   is the density of each rod 

                   

                     
 , then we can write         . L is the total length and x is the length of 

already fallen chain.  

                      (1) 

           ̇        (2) 

    (
  

     
)

 ̇ 

     
      (3) 

The section of Equation 3 added to g, the gravitational acceleration, proves the existence 

of a different force pulling on the falling chain other than the gravitational force.  

2.1 Angular Momentum 

Each rod has mass of m and length of L, and is moving vertically downward with velocity 

v onto a rigid horizontal surface. On the link about to hit the surface, point B speeds up as point 

A hits the surface because of the angular momentum balance about point A. This means the point 

B hits the surface with greater velocity than that of point A, and this sequence will continue on 

With the Rest of the Chain.  

Consider The Upper Part Of The Chain As A One Lump Of Mass Of M. As Point A 

Collides (assumption: sticking collision), the ground provides a normal impulse    and point B 

pulls down string attached to the upper chain with an impulse   . Then, eventually, the last link 

to hit the ground loses all its momentum by an impulse     According to linear and angular 

momentum balance, as well as to post-collisional equality between velocity of point B and mass 

M, these impulses are: 

   
  

 
          (4) 

   
  

 
          (5) 

   
  

 
          (6) 
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Figure 3: Before a rod comes to a complete stop, there are three impulses while the rod hits the 

horizontal surface. The first one occurs when the lower end of the rod hits the horizontal surface, 

and the second impulse when the colliding rod pulls on the string attached to the rest of the 

chain. Lastly, the third impulse stops the rod completely. 

When a single rod is colliding, there are three impulses which bring the rod to stop. The 

first impulse    happens when point A hits the horizontal surface; the second impulse   occurs 

when point B is pulled by the string connected to the rest of the chain; third impulse    is when 

the whole body of the rod hits the horizontal surface and comes to stop (sticking collision so no 

bouncing back up). Defining these impulses with equation of known variable is necessary 

(Anoop Grewal et al., 2011).  

2.2 Linear Momentum 

 

Figure 4: The calculation is done link by link. The strategy is to calculate the change in 

velocity of that one section and work the way up the falling chain. One section includes one 

colliding rod and the shorter one of two string part (free falling part) 
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The change of velocity of the total chain can be calculated using the linear momentum. In 

order to find the change in moment between collisions, new velocity of point A in each link 

should be known. Also, impulses during the collision was calculated using the angular 

momentum theory. Note that all velocity refers to the velocity of the center of the rod.  

        
 

 
             (7) 

  represents the mass of a single rod, n represents the number of rod left on the falling section of 

the chain, and    is the velocity of the chain right before the rod hits the horizontal surface. Thus, 

the momentum of the falling chain can be written as     . This equation calculates the 

impulse(=change in linear momentum) when the rod collides on the horizontal surface. 

Therefore, each time a rod collides, that much of momentum is added to the total momentum, 

which gives us the following equation. 

      
 

 
            (8) 

If the momentum equation (8) is diveded by    , the velocity after the collision    results as 

equation (9). 

       
  

  
          (9) 

Now that we know the change of velocity during the collision, we can also calculate the 

velocity changed during the free fall of the string section. (Assuming the string’s weight is 

negligible.)  
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Figure 5: Full chain falling. In this case, the n would be three, and y is shown. 

 

   √  
               (10) 

The linear momentum change during the free fall is  

  (     )  √  
              (11) 

The linear momentum after the free fall is 

       (√  
        )    √  

               (12) 

Therefore, the new velocity right before the next collision can be calculated by dividing the nm 

from the momentum and substituting    with the defined equation (8). 

        √    
  

  
                    (13) 

That means the change of linear velocity of the total chain is 

                         (14) 

To calculate the acceleration after each fall, the following equation was used.  

  
    

                   (15) 
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Although the force changes as each collision happens, the instant of a single collision is 

very fast. Since the collision happens in a very short time, it is appropriate to assume that the 

force is constant at least within that section of S.  

3. Experiment 

3.1 Materials 

 Fishing string 

 0.3m rod 

 Slow motion camera 

 Tracker program 

 

Figure 7: 0.3m long, 0.012m radius 

Figure 6: Describe the length of S which is the section of distance moved with constant 

acceleration. 
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3.2 Procedure 

According to the equation about the new velocity (      ), the determining factors of the 

velocity are number of rods, length of y, and the angle of the rod tilted. The chain was built with 

different angles, length of y, and number of rods. 

The chain is made with rods and fishing string. The length of y and the degree are 

measured with ruler and protractor. All the measuring is based on the symmetric line that 

connects the two holes at the each end of the rod in Figure 7. When dropping the chain, make 

sure the lower end of the bottom rod is touching the horizontal surface and to use a dropping 

machine because human error may occur if the chain is dropped by hands. The falling chain is 

filmed in a slow-motion video, and the velocity of the chain falling is tracked with the program 

called Tracker. Acceleration can also be calculated and graphed using this program.  

 

Figure 8: Chains of different number of rods, different angles, different length of y 

 

Figure 9: The falling chain was filmed using a slow motion camera, and the data of velocity and 

acceleration of the falling chain were collected using the program named Tracker 
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4. Analysis & Result 

To test the effects of each parameter on the acceleration, only one independent variable 

was changed and other two was controlled. For example, the first graph below is titled 

“Acceleration according to degree tilted (y=0.1m, n=9)” which means the independent variable 

is degree tilted and the length of y and number of rods were constantly 0.1m and 9 throughout 

the experiment. 

4.1 Acceleration According to Degree Tilted 

 

Figure 9: Acceleration According to Degree Tilted (y=0.1m, n=9). Graph representing the 

relationship between the acceleration of the chain and the degree of the rod tilted 

 

This graph compares the theoretical value and the experimental value of the acceleration 

according to the change in degree tilted. As the degree tilted increases, the acceleration 

decreases. If the degree is too large, the opposite point of the rod takes longer time to reach the 

horizontal surface which may decrease the acceleration of the chain falling. 
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4.2 Acceleration According to Length of y 

 

Figure 10: Acceleration According to length of y (n=9, degree=5°). Graph representing the 

relationship between the acceleration and the length of y 

        This graph compares the theoretical value and the experimental value of the acceleration 

according to the change in length of y (section of free fall). Acceleration increases as the length 

of the free fall section increases. However, relatively flat graph consists of a limit to the increase 

of acceleration. 

4.3 Acceleration According to Number or Rods 

 

Figure 11: Acceleration according to number or rods (y=0.1m, degree=5°). Graph representing 

the relationship between the acceleration and the number of rods 

This graph compares the theoretical value and the experimental value of the acceleration 

according to the change in number of rods falling. As the number or rods increases on the chain, 

the average acceleration of the chain also increases. Of course, if there is more collision which is 
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the causal force of acceleration increasing, then more forces will be acting on the chain and 

adding more frequently to acceleration. 

As the degree tilted increases, the acceleration decreases. According to the equation 13, 

the acceleration is inversely proportionate to the value of cosθ, in which the θ represents the 

angle of the rod tilted. Meanwhile, acceleration has positive correlation with the length of y and 

the number of rods. As the number of rod increases, more collisions occur, pulling down on the 

connected string and increasing the acceleration of the falling chain. 

5. Discussion 

In order to drive a general equation that explains the fast chain phenomenon, in which a 

rod-chain falls with acceleration greater than the gravitational acceleration, concepts of linear 

momentum and angular momentum were used. Angular momentum was used to calculate the 

value of impulse on the rod during the collision against the horizontal surface. Linear momentum 

was used to define the velocity of the total chain after each collision.  

Overall, the theoretical value of the acceleration and the experimental value of the 

acceleration shows a similar trend with error bound of  10%. The acceleration ranges between 

9.5   ⁄  and 12.5   ⁄ . The chain tends to decrease in acceleration as the angle of the tilted rod 

gets bigger, but increase in acceleration as the length of y and number or rods also increases.  

The difference between the theoretical acceleration and the experimental acceleration 

may be an error from assumptions such as sticking collision. In reality, the rod bounces back up 

several times after it hits the horizontal surface until it loses all its energy. These bouncing rods 

pulls on the falling chain more than once, which means more impulse could influence the 

acceleration of the falling chain. Certainly, there are more than one impulse occurring before the 

rod comes to a full stop on the ground. 

In addition, after calculating the theoretical value of the velocity, the acceleration was 

calculated with an assumption that, within a section, force applied to the chain is constant in 

order the use the Equation of Motion. 

For further research, some values need to be known. We need a better program than 

Tracker to find the exact changes in displacement. Also, the value of force on the colliding rod 

during at the instant moment of collision should be measured and utilized to find the impulses. 
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Lastly, the string mass and tension should be considered and not be assumed to be free falling 

because string is pulling down the rest of the chains still falling.  
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